Abstract-Dynamic optimization problems involving parametric sensitivities, such as optimal experimental design, are typically solved using shooting-based methods, while leveraging numerical integrators with sensitivity computation capabilities. In this paper we present how simultaneous discretization can be employed to solve these problems, by augmenting the dynamic optimization problems with forward sensitivity equations. We present an implementation of this approach in the open-source, Modelicabased tool JModelica.org, which addresses the need for solving optimal experimental design problems in Modelica tools. The implementation is demonstrated on a fed-batch reactor and a plate-fin heat exchanger.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic optimization problems (DOP) occur in many different fields and contexts, including optimal control, parameter and state estimation, and design optimization. Another class of DOPs is Optimal Experimental Design (OED) [1] - [3] , which is a model-based methodology for maximizing the useful information that can be extracted from any experiment. Experimental data are required to assess the applicability of the model and to estimate the empirical parameters in order to arrive at a model that is accurate and reliable. In a modelbased OED approach, the mathematical model is used to solve a dynamic optimization problem for the experimental design. This paper is focused on model-based OED for parameter estimation, wherein the objective function is composed of the sensitivities of the measurements with respect to unknown parameters.
There are many approaches to numerically solving DOPs [4] , [5] , which all involve the discretization of differential equations in order to obtain a nonlinear program (NLP). Most of these-such as control vector parametrization and direct multiple shooting-utilize embedded numerical integrators to treat the differential equations. The computation of the parametric sensitivities in the optimization formulation is then straightforward by relying on solvers with sensitivity calculation capabilities. These are also the methods that are typically used for OED [6] - [8] , in order to reduce the size of the resulting NLP. In this paper we explore the use of simultaneous discretization approaches for DOPs involving parametric sensitivities. These approaches fully discretize the state and control variables and encode the discretized equations in the NLP. This eliminates the need for an embedded numerical integrator, but on the other hand results in a very large NLP. Also, for DOPs that involve parametric sensitivities, numerical integrators can no longer be utilized for sensitivity computations. We treat this by essentially transforming the DOP that involves parametric sensitivities into one that does not, by transforming the parametric sensitivities into state variables using standard sensitivity analysis techniques. The main advantages of simultaneous approaches is that while the resulting NLP is large, it is also sparse and has less severe nonlinearities. They also allow for more efficient treatment of path constraints.
Modelica [9] is an object-oriented language for the modeling of heterogeneous physical systems. It is based on a declarative equation-based paradigm designed for both textual and graphical modeling, whose underlying mathematical formalism is that of DAE systems. JModelica.org [10] is a Modelica tool for model-based analysis of large-scale dynamic systems. The support for solving OED problems is close to nonexistent in today's Modelica tools, which this paper addresses.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. The first is the exploration of employing simultaneous, rather than sequential, discretization methods for the numerical solution of OED problems. The second contribution is an open-source toolchain for OED using Modelica. Recent and related work in these directions is [11] and [12] .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we present the theoretical foundations of the proposed framework and also describe the relevant modules of JModelica.org. In Section III we discuss how the theory is used to realize a framework for solving DOPs involving parametric sensitivities-in particular OED-and its implementation in JModelica.org. In Section IV we demonstrate the framework on two OED examples and compare the performance with other frameworks. In Section V we discuss the framework properties and possible extensions.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we present the theoretical background of dynamic optimization, OED, and sensitivity analysis, which is needed to realize the proposed framework.
A. Dynamic Optimization
The mathematical foundation of Modelica is that of implicit differential-algebraic equations (DAE) in the form F (ẋ(t), x(t), w(t), u(t), p, θ) = 0,
where t ∈ [t 0 , t f ] is the time, x is the differential variables, w is the algebraic variables, u is the system inputs, p is the free parameters, and θ is the parameters for which sensitivities are needed. Note that a model parameter can be included in both p and θ. In this work we restrict ourselves to DAEs whose residual function F is sufficiently smooth, which in particular excludes hybrid DAEs. We also assume the DAE to be of most index one, which however is without great loss of generality, as the JModelica.org compiler will transform the DAE into index one using the method of dummy derivatives [13] . The differential variable x thus corresponds to the system state. We will treat initial conditions on the general implicit form
although they are most commonly available on the explicit form
possibly depending on parameters.
A general formulation of a DOP is min.
where (4a) is the objective, (4b) are the differential equations governing the system dynamics and (4c) are the corresponding initial conditions, and (4d) are general inequality constraints, such as lower and upper bounds on state or input variables. A more typical objective function than (4a) is a Bolza functional [14, Section 3.3] . However, (4a), which can be seen as a generalized Mayer term [15] , has been chosen due to its compatibility with discrete measurements as is typically the case in OED, where f is a scalar-valued function depending on system variable values at discrete time points-typically measurement points-t i ∈ [t 0 , t f ] and n m is the number of such points.
B. Optimal Experiment Design
The purpose of OED is to maximize the information content of a set of experiments to facilitate parameter estimation. In general, the experiment design space consists of the system inputs u, initial state x 0 , measurement time points t i , and experiment duration t f , giving us the general design vector
Assuming state-and parameter-independent, zero-mean Gaussian noise, the information is measured by the Fisher information matrix
where σ is the experimental variance matrix and
contains the parametric sensitivities of measured variable y i , with respect to all uncertain parameters θ, at all measurement points t i . In this paper we examine the case where only a single experiment is performed and the measurement time points t i and the duration t f are fixed a priori, giving us the simplified design vector
Maximizing the Fisher information matrix is equivalent to minimizing its inverse, the variance-covariance matrix. By doing so, the inference regions of the model parameters are decreased and the parameter precision is improved. The objective of OED is thus to maximize some scalar metric of H θ or to minimize some scalar metric of H
−1
θ . Three common measures of the information are the D-criterion, which maximizes the determinant of the H θ , A-criterion, which minimizes the trace of H −1 θ , and E-criterion, which maximizes the minimum eigenvalue of H θ . We will focus on A-optimal design for simplicity, but the method is extensible to other designs. The optimal design in this work is thus
C. Parametric Sensitivity Analysis
A common approach for computing parametric sensitivities for explicit ordinary differential equations is to apply the chain rule of differentiation to the differential equations [16] . This way of computing forward sensitivities can also be applied to the implicit DAE system (1) and the initial equations (2), yielding
This approach gives rise to (n x +n w )·n θ additional implicit DAEs, which are added to the original DAE system (1). Numerical integration of the augmented system then computes the parametric sensitivities, with a clear computational burden for systems with many equations and parameters for which to compute sensitivities for.
D. JModelica.org Toolchain
An overview of the JModelica.org toolchain for optimization and simulation used in this paper is shown in Figure 1 . It uses the modeling language Modelica [9] to describe system dynamics, and the optimization problem is formulated with the use of the Modelica language extension Optimica [17] . The user interacts with the different modules of JModelica.org via Python. One such module is a high-level and efficient framework for dynamic optimization, in which the Modelica and Optimica code is compiled and transferred into CasADi Interface [18] . This procedure creates a symbolic representation of the optimization problem and the model equations. CasADi Interface serves as a three-way interface between the JModelica.org compiler, the numerical dynamic optimization algorithms, and the user. The main optimization algorithm in JModelica.org is based on direct local collocation [4] , [15] , which simultaneously discretizes the infinite-dimensional DOP into a finite-dimensional NLP. A local solution to the NLP is then computed by IPOPT [19] , utilizing first-and secondorder derivatives computed by algorithmic differentiation using CasADi [20] . The JModelica.org toolchain for simulation and optimization. For simulation purposes, C code is generated based on the Modelica code and then connected to CVODES via PyFMI. For optimization purposes, the Modelica and Optimica code is symbolically transferred to CasADi Interface. The optimization problem is then solved using direct collocation and IPOPT. The Sensitivities module is described in Section III.
JModelica.org's simulation framework is based on the Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) [21] . After the system has been transformed into an ODE and exported via FMI, it is imported again via PyFMI and connected to ODE solvers via Assimulo [22] , in particular CVODES [16] from the SUN-DIALS suite, which supports the computation of parametric sensitivities.
III. FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION
The dynamic optimization framework in JModelica.org can solve problems in the form of (4) (with various generalizations not considered in this paper). However, the objective function (9a) does not fit into the form of (4), due to the dependence on parametric sensitivities. The proposed way of handling this is to augment (4) with state and algebraic variables corresponding to the parametric sensitivities s and z and the corresponding forward sensitivity equations and initial conditions, as described in Section II-C. The parametric sensitivities are then available as state or algebraic variables, and the objective (9a) becomes a special case of (4a). The transformed formulation of the A-optimal design problem is thus min.
tr (ẋ(t), x(t), w(t), u(t), p, θ) 
which is a special case of (4).
This framework has been implemented in JModelica.org. Modelica is used to encode (11b) and (11c). Optimica is used to encode (11e). The Modelica and Optimica code is then transferred to CasADi Interface by the JModelica.org compiler. A new parametric sensitivity framework has been implemented as a part of the Python side of CasADi Interface which takes the symbolic representation of (11b) and (11c) and a list of the names of the parameters in p s and augments the DOP with (11d). Users can then use CasADi Interface and the additional sensitivity variables to construct a general DOP involving parametric sensitivities. This however requires some familiarity with CasADi. Therefore, to streamline the solution of OED problems in JModelica.org, the parametric sensitivity framework also supports the formulation of (11) by simply providing the list of names of measured variables y i , parameters to estimate p s , the experiment variance matrix σ, the measurement time points t i , and the OED optimality criterion, such as A-optimality.
IV. EXAMPLES
We demonstrate the presented framework on two OED examples. The first is a simple fed-batch reactor well studied in literature, for which we compare the performance of the framework with three other frameworks for OED. The second example is for a plate-fin heat exchanger.
A. Fed-batch reactor
In the first example, we illustrate the application of OED to a biomass fermentation process, as presented in several papers as a benchmark example for the model-based metholdogy [1] - [3] , [23] . The growth rate of the biomass is modeled using Monod-type kinetics, where θ 1 is the maximum specific growth rate, and θ 2 is the Monod constant. The cell death rate is linear with respect to the biomass concentration, where θ 4 is an empirical constant for the cell death. The yield coefficient of biomass to substrate is represented as θ 3 and assumed unknown. This process is carried out in a fed-batch reactor with a time-varying feed rate, where u 1 is the flow velocity (h −1 ) and u 2 is the substrate concentration (g/L). The design equations for the biomass and substrate concentrations (y 1 ,y 2 ) are shown below:
The objective is to find the experimental conditions that will allow for precise estimation of the four parameters θ When employing simultaneous discretization, an initial guess is needed for all system variable trajectories, not only those generating degrees of freedom (inputs). With the augmented problem formulation (11) , this includes the parametric sensitivities of the state and algebraic variables. To generate such initial guesses, the system is simulated in JModelica.org with CVODES (as described in Section II-D) with the constant inputs u 1 = 0.1 and u 2 = 15g/L. Using this initial guess, and a collocation discretization of 20 elements with 4 collocation points per element, the solution in Figure 2 is obtained. The NLP has 1.7 × 10 3 variables and is solved in 0.9 seconds with a tolerance of 10 −8 and using the linear solver MA27 [24] in IPOPT. A-optimal experimental design for the fed-batch reactor with measurement and control sampling frequency 0.25 Hz. The problem has been solved using 4 different frameworks.
Other software optimization tools were tested with this example to compare the computational efficiency of the simultaneous discretization. The example was also solved with gPROMS and a MATLAB-based approach, either using FMI or encoding the model directly in MATLAB. gPROMS is state-of-the-art software for conducting optimal experimental design and uses single or multiple shooting. To solve for the optimal design in MATLAB, a series of scripts were configured using the Sundials solver CVODES to compute the parametric sensitivities using finite differences. The first setup contained the fed-batch reactor model in the MATLAB code, while the second setup acquired the model from an FMU file made with Modelica, imported through FMI-Toolbox [25] . This was done to observe the effects on performance and solving time when MATLAB must continuously draw from an external source. For both cases, the optimization problem was solved using a sequential quadratic programming method from MATLAB's optimization toolbox.
Each framework uses a different set of solvers to achieve optimal design. After several iterations of this case study at various initial values, it was observed that each tool chain ends the operation at different local minima, such as in Figure 2 . The optimal design with the smallest A-optimal value (from the JModelica framework) was placed into the other frameworks and it was confirmed that the A-optimal value was consistent for all four tools. It is currently not known why the output from the JModelica framework was more effectively minimized than the other frameworks. Expected variance is known to affect the optimization process, so future analysis for this framework comparison needs to take this into account, along with other possible factors.
All results for this analysis were generated on a HP Z820 Workstation (Intel R Xeon R CPU E5-2367 v2, 3.50 GHz). Table I shows that the solver times for gPROMS and JModelica.org are significantly smaller than the MATLAB and MATLAB/FMU hybrid tests. The manually written code used in the MATLAB coding significantly was less efficient than the setup for the faster programs. This is especially clear in the FMI Toolbox setup, when the function had to call from an external C code at every iteration. gPROMS already had an experimental design setup internalized before this test, so design optimization was fairly quick.
B. Heat exchanger
Another OED problem is formulated for a counter-current plate-fin heat exchanger using the same A-optimality criterion. This example comes from a marine-gas intercooler, with geometry obtained from [26] . The heat exchanger model used is more complex than the fed-batch reactor shown previously, for it contains multiple state-dependent correlations and relies on numerous structural parameters. The model consists of three states and three algebraic variables. It is assumed that the inlet gas temperature, T a,in , is the controllable input with lower and upper bounds at 100
• C and 200
• C respectively, and the system gas and coolant (water) temperatures T a and T b are the states. In systems where fluid is treated upstream, it is likely that no sensors are available immediately before entering the heat exchanger. Due to this uncertainty of inlet conditions, the entering coolant temperature T b,in and mass flow W b are the parameters that need to be estimated, with nominal values 20 • C and 20 kg/s respectively. These values were originally at 20
• C and 200 kg/s for the intercooler example from Zhao et al [26] , but a slower flow rate was used for this example in order to observe dynamic response). The experiment duration t f is 200 seconds, with measurements every 5 seconds. The experimental variance matrix was θ = 2I, and for simplicity's sake the system is assumed to start at steady-state. Figure 3 . A-optimal experimental design for the plate fin heat exchanger with measurements every 5 seconds and a control sampling period of 100 seconds.
The problem was solved with 60 elements and 4 collocation points per element and the initial guess T a,in = 150. The problem was solved in 5.25 seconds, with the solution shown in Figure 3 . The optimal design is straightforward, as it demonstrates how the outlets behave under each specified boundary as well as through transient response, examining steady-state and dynamic heat transfer. The exiting temperatures are strongly dependent on the flow conditions hot and cold intlet streams. If the inlet temperature of one stream is different than from what is expected at steady-state then they may be undetectable, as similar outputs can be obtained through a change in either flow rate. However, by adjusting the controllable inlet temperature to achieve two separate steady-state conditions, one at each bound assigned in the design space, we can observe the effects of that change in the measurements, and more effectively characterize the expected behavior of the heat exchanger. Estimating dynamic response can also increase overall certainty for heat exchanger inlet conditions, so long as a feasible model is used. It was observed that at high flow rates, steady-state comparisons were more practical for estimation, as transient effects were too quick for observation in the sampling frequency that was used.
V. DISCUSSION
It is noteworthy that the use of IPOPT to solve (4) assumes twice continuous differentiability of all the expressions, including F , with respect to all of the optimization variables. However, since (11d) already involves first-order derivatives of F , the solution of (11) will require third-order derivatives of F .
The dynamic optimization framework in JModelica.org using simultaneous discretization is designed for systems of moderate complexity and size. A very rough quantification of the limitations is that the number of equations in the DAE system (4b) does not exceed 10 3 in order of magnitude. If it does, one can expect computational times and memory consumption that exceeds the capabilities of standard, modern computers. This means that for the solution of (11), (n x + n w ) · n θ should not exceed 10 3 in order of magnitude. For problems of this size, simultaneous methods often outperform shooting-based methods when combined with algorithmic differentiation rather than finite differences, both in terms of speed and reliability.
The OED problem (11) is a rather simple variant of OED. Possible generalizations would be to consider multiple experiments, free measurement time points t i , and free time horizon endpoints t 0 and t f . The implementation of multiple experiments is straightforward by simply duplicating the DAE and forward sensitivity equations for each experiment, meaning that for n e experiments, the number of equations in the transformed DAE system will be (n x + n w ) · (1 + n θ ) · n e . For systems with many algebraic variables, this number can be greatly reduced by eliminating the algebraic variables using the techniques presented in [27] .
Support for free measurement time points would require a more significant implementation effort, with two distinct possible approaches. The first approach is to implement support for multiphase problems [5, Section 3.7] and having one phase per measurement point. Due to the difficulty of solving multiphase problems with free phase endpoints, a seemingly better approach is to use global collocation, allowing for the evaluation of the sensitivities at free time points using the global collocation polynomials. Once support for free measurement time points is available, the extension to free experiment durations comes for free, as the JModelica.org framework already supports dynamic optimization with free time horizon endpoints. The paper has focused on A-optimal design. Extending the framework to handle D-optimal design would be straightforward. However, the framework in JModelica.org relies heavily on differentiability, which makes it less straightforward to support non-differentiable criteria such as E-optimality. The Ecriterion can however be reformulated to get differentiability by using semidefinite programming [28] .
The solutions obtained for the fed-batch reactor example in Section IV are not global optima. That example has many local optima, and global optimization techniques should be utilized if the global optimum is sought. The presented framework lends itself well to global optimization techniques which are based on locally solving subproblems, such as the simple approach of Latin hypercube sampling [29] of the degrees of freedom.
VI. CONCLUSION
Dynamic parametric sensitivity optimization problems, in particular model-based optimal design of experiments, are typically solved numerically using shooting methods. In this paper we proposed a method for solving these problems using simultaneous discretization, based on forward sensitivity analysis, which is feasible and efficient for systems of moderate size. We also presented the implementation of a high-level framework in JModelica.org to address a relevant gap in the capabilities for dynamic optimization and parameter estimation offered by Modelica tools. The implementation was demonstrated on two examples and its performance was compared to equivalent gPROMS-and a MATLAB-based solution approaches. It was shown that the proposed framework is computationally efficient and precise. It was also demonstrated that the proposed tool chain allows for seamless integration of the programmatic environments that perform dynamic optimization of parametric sensitivities. Possible extensions of the proposed method and framework were also discussed, in particular the treatment of free measurement time points and experiment durations.
